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Abstract
We improve on the understanding of the backreaction of anti-D6-branes in a
flux background that is mutually BPS with D6-branes. This setup is analogous
to the study of the backreaction of anti-D3-branes inserted in the KS throat,
but does not require us to smear the anti-branes or do a perturbative analysis
around the BPS background. We solve the full equations of motion near the
anti-D6-branes and show that only two boundary conditions are consistent with
the equations of motion. Upon invoking a topological argument we eliminate
the boundary condition with regular H flux since it cannot lead to a solution
that approaches the right kind of flux away from the anti-D6-branes. This
leaves us with a boundary condition which has singular, but integrable, H flux
energy density.
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1 Introduction
Extended objects such as D-branes and orientifold planes play a crucial role in the search
for string theory models that are interesting for particle physics and cosmology. Generi-
cally, these extended objects do not fill out the entire spacetime but are concentrated on
lower-dimensional submanifolds. In the supergravity limit, this is described in terms of
δ-function-localised source terms that depend on the coordinates transverse to the brane.
This localised nature of brane-like objects creates a tremendous complication for solving
the equations of motion, because it implies, e.g., nontrivial warp factors, non-constant RR
fields and generically a varying dilaton. For this reason, a simplification known as smearing
is often utilised, where one replaces the δ-function in the source terms with a smooth, often
constant, function that integrates to the same value. The brane is then evenly distributed
along all or some of the transverse directions. As a result, functions such as the warp factor
will have regular or even constant profiles, since there is no δ-function source anymore that
could lead to singular behaviour.
There are, however, many unanswered questions about the validity of this smearing
procedure. In particular it is unclear what the differences between a smeared and the
corresponding localised solution are. It is also not even clear under which conditions a
smeared solution has a corresponding localised solution at all. In [1] we initiated a study
of these questions2 focusing on sources that are mutually BPS with the background. A
typical phenomenon of BPS solutions is the so-called ‘no-force’ condition, which means
that various ingredients, that are mutually BPS, can be put together without creating a
2For related work in a slightly different context we refer to [2, 3].
2
force on each other. In our BPS examples we found that the vacuum expectation values
(vevs) of the moduli and the cosmological constant of the smeared and localised solutions
are the same [1]. However, for a non-BPS-setup one can easily imagine that the force on
a brane only vanishes when the brane is smeared out. In that case the smearing process
might lead to a cancellation of forces that would otherwise not allow a static solution when
the branes are localised.
A potential example of this was discussed in [1,4], inspired by [5]. There we constructed
(see also [6]) a class of smeared solutions where anti-Dp-branes are surrounded by fluxes
that are not mutually BPS with these anti-Dp-branes (but rather with Dp-branes). The
particular solution we study here is for the case of p = 6 with F0 and H flux. This setup is
simple enough to study the equations of motion for the fully localised anti-D6-branes, since
we can reduce the equations of motion to a set of coupled ordinary differential equations.
In [4] we developed a strong constraint on the possible boundary conditions for such a
solution. The constraint is topological in nature and restricts the ways the flux type can
change when one moves away from the brane. We demonstrated that the only boundary
conditions that could survive this topological constraint seem to have singularities in fields
that are not directly sourced by the anti-D6-branes. But it was not clear whether such
boundary conditions exist at all, and, as the argument in [4] was formulated in terms
of combinations of several fields, one needs a detailed computation to confirm that such
boundary conditions truly have singularities in fields that do not directly couple to the
δ-function sources. This is the scope of the present paper, where we locally compute all
possible supergravity solutions near the anti-branes and find exactly one solution that is
not ruled out by the topological constraint of [4]. This solution has infinite, but integrable,
H flux density, e−φH2 (in Einstein frame).
Our method relies upon expanding the fields in the radial coordinate around the source
and solving the equations of motion order by order. We find that there are a priori two
possible local boundary conditions for extremal brane sources. The first one is the usual
boundary condition with fluxes around the anti-branes that are mutually BPS with the
anti-branes. In this solution only fields that couple directly to the anti-D6-branes have
singularities. This boundary condition is however excluded by our topological argument.
The second boundary condition allows exactly for the type of singular H flux that evades
our topological constraint.
Our results show that singularities in fields that are not directly sourced by brane-like
objects may occur at the level of the non-linear supergravity equations, and are in general
not an artefact of a perturbative analysis around a BPS background or a partial smearing
of the sources. We discuss possible physical interpretations of this singular behaviour.
This paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we briefly review the results from
our previous paper [4], including the topological argument that rules out many boundary
conditions. In section 3, we then present the method and the results of our explicit com-
putation of possible boundary behaviours. The results are then summarized and discussed
in section 4, where we also comment on possible implications for the anti-D3-brane back-
reaction problem of [7–13]. The appendices contain our conventions and the details of our
calculations.
3
2 Review of previous results
In order to establish our notation and conventions we start out by reviewing the solutions
with smeared anti-D6-branes. Then we present the most general ansatz for the fields in the
localised case and derive a topological constraint that must be satisfied by all solutions.
We refer to appendix A and [4] for more details.
2.1 The smeared solution
For the smeared solution, we take the 10D spacetime to be the direct product AdS7 × S3
and add anti-D6-branes that fill AdS7 and are uniformly smeared along the S
3. To cancel
their charge we turn on non-zero F0 and H flux. Choosing the AdS7 radius such that the
AdS7 Ricci scalar is −42 and the radius of the 3-sphere such that the S3 has Ricci scalar
6, one finds that all equations of motion are satisfied, if we choose
H = h ?3 1 , F0 =
2
5
e−
7
4
φ0h , (2.1)
where h is a constant and φ0 is the constant value of the dilaton. The tadpole condition
implies that the charge of the anti-D6-branes is given by Q = −ND6µ6 = −25h2e−
7
4
φ0 .
In [4] it was shown that all closed string moduli that are left-invariant under the action
of SU(2) (regarding S3 as Lie group SU(2)) have positive semi-definite masses.
2.2 The ansatz for the localised solution
In order to study the case of localised anti-D6-branes, we assume that all branes are
localised at one or both of the poles of the S3. This allows us to make a highly symmetric
ansatz that preserves an SO(3) rotational symmetry which reduces the equations of motion
to ODE’s. The most general metric ansatz is
ds210 = e
2A(θ)ds2AdS7 + e
2B(θ)
(
dθ2 + sin2(θ)dΩ2
)
. (2.2)
The corresponding flux ansatz is
H = λF0e
7
4
φ ?3 1 , (2.3)
F2 = e
−3
2
φ−7A ?3 dα , (2.4)
where φ, λ and α are now functions depending on θ, ?3 contains the conformal factor and
we take F0 to be constant. This is the most general ansatz compatible with the form of the
equations of motion and our symmetries. Hence, the problem is reduced to finding a set
of five unknown functions A,B, φ, λ, α depending on θ and obeying coupled second-order
differential equations, which we now derive.
The F2-Bianchi identity reads(
e−
3
2
φ−7A+B sin2 θα′
)′
e3B sin2 θ
= e
7
4
φλF 20 +Qδ(D6) , (2.5)
4
where a prime ′ denotes the derivative with respect to θ, e.g., A′ = dA/dθ. The F2
equation of motion d(e
3
2
φ ?10 F2) = 0 is automatically satisfied. The H equation of motion,
d(e−φ ?10 H) = −e 32φF0 ?10 F2, allows us to eliminate α in terms of λ
α = e
3
4
φ+7Aλ , (2.6)
where we have used that through a shift in α we can always set the integration constant
to zero. The dilaton and Einstein equations give the following differential equations(
e7A+B sin2 θφ′
)′
e7A+3B sin2 θ
= e
5
2
φF 20
(
5
4
− λ2
2
)
+ 3
4
e−14A−2B−
3
2
φ(α′)2 + 3
4
e
3
4
φTδ(D6) , (2.7)
− 96e−2A − 16e−2B
(
7(A′)2 + A′B′ +
(sin2 θA′)′
sin2 θ
)
= e
5
2
φF 20 (1− 2λ2)
− e−14A−2B−32φ(α′)2 − e34φTδ(D6) , (2.8)
2− (sin
2 θB′)′
sin2 θ
− 7(A′)2 −B′′ − 7A′′ + 7A′B′ = 1
2
(φ′)2 + 1
16
e
5
2
φ+2B F 20
(
1 + 6λ2
)
− 1
16
e−14A−
3
2
φ(α′)2 + 7
16
e
3
4
φ+2BTδ(D6) , (2.9)
2− (B′)2 − (sin
2 θB′)′
sin2 θ
− cot θ(B + 7A)′ − 7A′B′ = 1
16
e
5
2
φ+2B F 20
(
1 + 6λ2
)
+
7
16
e−14A−
3
2
φ(α′)2 + 7
16
e
3
4
φ+2BTδ(D6) . (2.10)
Since the external and internal metric have an undetermined warp/conformal factor in
front, we can normalise the AdS7 and S
3 scales to our liking. To be conform with the
previous paper [4] we have taken the AdS7 Ricci scalar to be −42 and the S3 Ricci scalar
to be 6.
2.3 A topological constraint
At any point away from the sources we can combine (2.5) and (2.6) to find(
e−
3
2
φ−7A+B sin2 θ
)′
e3B sin2 θ
α′ + e−
3
2
φ−7A−2Bα′′ = αeφ−7AF 20 . (2.11)
This equation tells us that whenever α′ = 0, the sign of α determines whether the extremum
is a maximum or minimum. Explicitly we have that at any extremum away from a source
sgnα′′ = sgnα. (2.12)
Whenever H ∝ ?9−pF6−p, a similar constraint for anti-Dp-branes with p < 6 can be derived
in other dimensions and other geometries, including cone-like non-compact geometries.
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3 Boundary conditions
In [4], we investigated to what extent a smeared solution of a D6-brane on AdS7 × S3 can
correspond to a truly localised solution. The simple topological argument discussed in sub-
section 2.3 rules out solutions for many given boundary conditions of the 10D supergravity
fields near the D6-brane, including the standard BPS-type boundary behaviour. For cer-
tain singular, non-standard, boundary conditions, however, the topological argument can
be circumvented. It is the purpose of this section to determine all the possible boundary
conditions near the D6-branes and to revisit the discussion of [4].
To this end we will momentarily put aside all intuition or preconceptions about what
the right boundary conditions should be and let the 10D supergravity equations tell us
what all the potential boundary behaviours are. The result will turn out surprisingly
simple and will be further discussed in section 4.
To uncover the possible near brane behaviours of the 10D supergravity fields in our
setup, we expand the vacuum equations around θ = 0, i.e., outside of, but close to, the
source, with the following general ansatz:
e−A(θ) = a0θA + a1θA+ζ + a2θA+ξ + . . . , e−2B(θ) = b0θB + b1θB+ζ + b2θB+ξ + . . . ,
e−
1
4
φ(θ) = f0θ
F + f1θ
F+ζ + f2θ
F+ξ + . . . , λ(θ) = λ0θ
L + λ1θ
L+ζ + λ2θ
L+ξ + . . .(3.1)
Here, A,B, F, L and ζ < ξ < . . . are unknown (possibly not integral) real numbers. In this
expansion we assume that e−A, e−
1
4
φ, e−2B, λ do not have essential singularities, i.e., that
there is really a finite leading power of θ for each function.
The coefficients a0, b0, f0, λ0 are taken to be non-zero such that A,B, F, L by definition
determine the leading order divergences of the fields. Since they correspond to the ex-
pansion of exponential functions, a0, b0, f0 must in addition be non-negative. However, we
allow any of the sub-leading order coefficients (such as e.g. a1, b5, λ2, etc.) to be possibly
zero, so that the steps between the different powers of θ in the various expansion series
need not be the same at all orders and for all functions. 3
Plugging this general ansatz into the equations of motion (2.5) to (2.10), we can
now explicitly check which choices for the powers A,B, F, L, ζ, ξ, . . . and the coefficients
an, bn, fn, λn are consistent. Although this computation is rather lengthy (cf. App. B),
the result is surprisingly simple: we find that possible boundary conditions are locally
restricted to only five different cases. As is detailed in section B.3, a careful analysis of the
field behaviour near θ = 0 yields the tension and the RR-charge of the δ-type source that
must be present at the origin in order to support the solution across the pole. It turns
out that one of the five local solutions leads to contradictory results for the tension and
another one is singular at the pole without the presence of local sources there. We therefore
discard these cases and only list the remaining three possibilities, which decompose into
two familiar ones with straightforward interpretation and one novel boundary condition:
3For example, if ζ = 12 , ξ = 1 and a1 6= 0, f1 = 0, f2 6= 0, we would have e−A(θ) = a0θA + a1θA+
1
2 + . . .
and e−
1
4φ(θ) = f0θ
F + f2θ
F+1 + . . .
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• The smooth solution with no sources sitting at the pole:
L = A = B = F = 0. (3.2)
• The standard BPS boundary condition
L = 0, A = − 1
16
, B = 7
8
, F = − 3
16
, λ0 = ±1 (3.3)
supported by extremal branes with |Q| = T .
• A previously unknown boundary condition with divergent λ(θ)
L = −1, A = − 1
16
, B = 7
8
, F = − 3
16
, (3.4)
which is again supported by extremal branes with |Q| = T .
The three physical boundary conditions4 are summarized in table 1 and derived in
detail in App. B. 5
L A B F λ(0) α source |Q|
T
valid
0 0 0 0 ? O(1) none - X
0 − 1
16
7
8
− 3
16
±1 O(θ1) D/D¯ 1 only locally
−1 − 1
16
7
8
− 3
16
±∞ O(1) D/D¯ 1 X
Table 1: The different boundary conditions that are locally allowed by the equations of
motion. The first row corresponds to the situation without a source at the pole in question.
This can be part of a global solution only when there are sources at the other pole so as
to cancel the global tadpole. The usual BPS boundary condition (second row) is excluded
globally due to the topological constraint of [4] (see below). The third row shows the only
boundary condition with an extremal source at the pole that also evades the topological
contraint. If a global solution exists, it thus has to approach a solution of the third type
for at least one of the poles.
4Since the last two solutions we have found are divergent, the supergravity approximation inevitably
breaks down near θ = 0. The requirement that the low energy effective action is applicable for a certain
range of θ imposes constraints on the parameters in the expansion (3.1). String loop corrections can be
suppressed for sufficiently large fi while curvature corrections are small for sufficiently small ai and bi.
Increasing the number of anti-branes simultaneously makes the string coupling and the curvature smaller.
5Note that our general ansatz can even be extended to also allowing a logarithmic behaviour of the fields
that does not sum up to some power of θ according to θk = ek ln θ , e.g. e−A(θ) = a0θA(ln θ)A˜+. . . , e−2B(θ) =
b0θ
B(ln θ)B˜ + . . . with generic coefficients and accordingly for the other fields. Allowing such logarithms,
one finds that all powers of logarithms have to be zero in the leading order terms of the fields so that no
further boundary conditions arise other than those listed above. The computation is analogous to the one
shown in App. B.
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Let us now discuss the newly found boundary condition (3.4). Using the scaling of the
fields near the pole, one finds that the behaviour of the function α (see eq. (2.6)) is
α = α0 + α1θ + . . . =
λ0
a70f
3
0
± 1
a70f
3
0
θ +O(θ2). (3.5)
As λ0, a0, f0 are by definition all non-zero, α(θ) is finite and non-zero near the pole. The
sign of λ0, however, is not determined by the equations of motion, so that α(θ) may start
out positive or negative at the pole, depending on the chosen sign of λ0.
The sign of α1 = α
′(0), on the other hand, cannot be chosen freely but is determined
by the sign of the charge of the source that sits at θ = 0. As shown in the appendix, the
charge and the tension of sources that are compatible with boundary condition (3.4) are
given by
Q =
a70f
6
0√
b0
α1 = ± f
3
0√
b0
, T =
f 30√
b0
. (3.6)
The sign of α′ near the pole is hence negative for Q < 0, i.e. for D6-branes (and positive
for D6-branes with charge Q > 0). As is shown in figure 1 a) for the case of D6-branes,
this boundary condition thus evades the topological constraint only for positive α0. For
negative α0 (dashed line) α cannot become positive without having a minimum that is
forbidden by the topological constraint (2.12). Thus α and therefore by (2.6) λ are always
negative. Since Q is also negative Gauss law is violated, since the left-hand side of (2.5)
integrated over the S3 gives zero while the right-hand side is negative.
a 
D6 
q 
0 p 
a a 
D6 
q 
0 p 
a a) b) 
Figure 1: a) This plot shows the boundary conditions (3.4) that evade the constraint (2.12)
provided that α(0) > 0 (solid line). For α(0) < 0 (dashed line), boundary condition (3.4)
would not work, because α would have to violate (2.12) in order to become positive to
cancel the global D6 tadpole. b) This plot shows that the usual BPS boundary conditions
near the D6 are likewise excluded due to the forbidden extrema (crosses) that would be
necessary to ensure overall tadpole cancellation.
It is instructive to compare the above boundary condition (3.4) with the standard BPS-
behaviour (3.3). The main difference is the leading power, L, of θ in λ(θ), which is L = 0
8
in the BPS case and L = −1 in (3.4). Unlike the case (3.4) where α(θ) must have a
non-vanishing constant term, the BPS-case starts instead with the linear power in θ, c.f.
(B.27), whose sign is again determined by the sign of the charge Q of the source, cf. (B.68).
For a D6-brane, this sign is again negative with the aforementioned consequences for the
non-existence of a global solution, see figure 1 b).
4 Summary and interpretation of results
In the previous section we have shown that there is only one local boundary behaviour
that could evade the constraint of [4] which is reviewed in subsection 2.3. This boundary
condition (cf. row 3 of table 1) leads to
e−φH2 ∝ θ− 18 , (4.1)
i.e. a H flux density that diverges at the source. Note however that the action is finite
since √
g10e
−φH2 ∝ e7A+3B sin2(θ)θ− 18 ∝ θ. (4.2)
Our original question as to whether the smeared solution has a sensible localised counter-
part, can now be rephrased in terms of two much more precise questions:
(i) Do the singular boundary conditions (3.4) that evade the topological constraint really
integrate to a reasonable global solution of the supergravity equations?
(ii) If yes, how similar is this localised solution compared to the smeared one, e.g. regarding
moduli vevs or the cosmological constant?
(iii) Supposing it is part of a full solution, what is the physical interpretation of the singular
behaviour of the H flux density at the anti-brane location?
The first question is a difficult numerical problem that is exacerbated by the fact that
the boundary conditions at the pole still leave five undetermined parameters. Our pre-
liminary searches for numerical solutions so far only led to singularities in the bulk of the
three-sphere, but they also covered a far too limited parameter range to be in any way
conclusive, which also makes quantitative statements about question (ii) difficult.
We will therefore focus, in the remainder of this paper, on the third question and
discuss possible interpretations of the singular boundary behaviour of a hypothetical global
solution. Before we do this, however, we would like to put our results in perspective and
discuss the relation to a few similar setups of recent interest.
While our determination of the boundary conditions in the previous section was for
the manifold AdS7 × S3, we have checked that one obtains the same result if one sets
the curvature of the AdS7 space and the S
3 to zero. This means that fully backreacted
anti-D6-branes in flat space with H flux along the three transverse directions and in the
presence of F0 lead to the same singularity in the H flux density (if one demands that the
flux far away from the anti-D6-branes becomes mutually BPS with D6-branes). At first
sight this non-compact case might seem to make contact with the fractional brane solutions
of [14] for the case p = 6. This is not a valid interpretation, though, as the singularities in
9
a corresponding D6-brane background cannot be deformed away as e.g. for the conifold in
the D3-brane case. This means one would always have the D6-branes sitting at the origin
so that adding an anti-D6-brane there would not give a stable setup to begin with. 6
The analogous fractional brane backgrounds for some other values of p, however, do
not suffer from this problem and can be smoothed off at the tip before brane singularities
are reached. Putting an anti-brane at the tip of such a pure flux background, one could
therefore ask what kind of boundary behaviour would be allowed by the supergravity
equations, thereby addressing the recent works on anti-D3-branes in the Klebanov-Strassler
(KS) throat [7–13] or to anti-M2-branes on warped Stenzel spaces [15, 16] or to anti-D2-
branes on the CGLP background [17]. The backreaction of the anti-branes in all these
cases has been intensively studied to first order in p/M , where p is the number of anti-
branes and M the background flux. The solutions have singularities in fields that do not
couple directly to the anti-branes. An important question is whether such singularities are
still present in the case of fully backreacted anti-branes or whether they are artefacts of
approximation schemes. Although recently new tools have been developed that make it
possible to calculate higher order corrections [18], a fully backreacted solution for anti-D3-
branes in the KS throat seems clearly out of reach.
Interestingly, even though our solutions in the non-compact case cannot be directly
interpreted in terms of a fractional brane background, they are yet very much analogous to
the above backgrounds from the pure supergravity point of view. In this analogous setup
we answered the above question and have shown that singularities that are not directly
sourced by the anti-branes have to be present in the fully backreacted solution. We take
our results as indication that the same is true for the other backreacted anti-brane solutions
as well. The singular flux found in [7–13] should therefore not be an artefact of the p/M -
expansion or of the partial smearing of the anti-branes used in those works, but should be
taken seriously as a feature of the non-linear supergravity solutions.
We now come to the physical interpretation of the singularities themselves. It is in-
structive to consider the above solutions in terms of forces and their balance:
A ‘no no force’ problem?
The flux combination H ∧ F6−p appears in the F8−p Bianchi identity exactly like smeared
Dp-branes or anti-Dp-branes, depending on the nature of the flux (i.e. ISD or IASD for
p = 3). This leads to complications whenever we add anti-branes to a background that is
mutually BPS with branes. Let us for clarity discuss this for the case of anti-D3-branes in
the KS throat solution. The KS throat is defined by ISD flux. If one inserts a D3-brane
in this background then a backreacted solution is relatively simple because the D3-brane
feels no force. The charge of the ISD flux repels the brane but at the same time there
is a gravitational attraction between the flux and the brane that exactly cancels this.
6The non-compact BPS background with D6-branes has some problematic features. Apart from the
fact that the singularity at small radius cannot be resolved (contrary to the KS background), there is also a
naked singularity at large radius. This requires a cut-off at large radius. Such a cut-off could be naturally
provided in a compact setting.
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This is a typical no-force condition for extremal/BPS solutions in supergravity. However,
upon inserting an anti-brane the delicate balance is lost. The ISD flux is both attracted
electromagnetically and gravitationally to the anti-brane.
A possible way out would be for the flux to change to IASD type around the anti-brane.
But then one would expect perturbative instabilities in the flux cloud as it has to smoothly
interpolate from IASD to ISD type. This is quantified by the topological constraint we
have found in [4].
Another way out is given by the force related to the gradient energy of the fluxes. For
a given flux number the energetically favoured configuration is a smooth flux distribution.
The more gradient there is in the flux profile the more energy this costs. Hence, this
provides a natural counter-force that acts against the accumulation of the flux near the
anti-brane due to the electromagnetical and gravitational attraction.
Considering the flux profile of our solution we notice that there is a piling up of ISD
flux7 near the anti-brane (cf. figure 1 a)). This is consistent with our physical picture
of the anti-brane attracting the flux cloud. Note, however, that we find an infinite, but
integrable, flux energy density e−φH2. Singularities that are not directly sourced by some
δ-function in the action often indicate that the setup has an instability. One could interpret
such an instability in our setup in the following two ways:
Interpretation 1: Brane nucleation
The gradient energy does provide the required counteracting force and the static configu-
ration is given by our solution. The H flux singularity might then get resolved in string
theory by the open string degrees of freedom as we now explain: Our setup is perturba-
tively unstable in the open string sector due to the Myers effect [19] in which D-branes
can undergo a transition and change into a higher dimensional brane that wraps a trivial
cycle.8 For example in [7] it was shown that the p anti-D3-branes at the tip of the KS
throat relax into an NS5-brane. It is conceivable that such a transition cures the remaining
unphysical singularities [11]. Again due to the complexity of the KS geometry it seem very
hard to solve the fully backreacted equations of motion after such a transition. However,
it should be possible to study the analogue of such a transition in our simple setup. The
puffed-up background is probably unstable itself since, in contrast with the KS solution, we
have not been able to smoothen out the brane singularities of the BPS solution. Therefore
we had to take as sources at the origin pure anti-branes. This implies that we are far away
from the BPS solution, and in analogy with [7] this implies that the puffed-up system is
perturbatively unstable against brane-flux annihilation. If true then the puffed-up solution
might again have singularities.
7ISD refers to the F3 and H flux but we equally use this for the general F6−p and H flux. ISD then
means flux that carries Dp charge.
8This instability is not an issue in the case of only one brane, but this case would also correspond to
small volume and hence raise doubts on the validity of the supergravity approximation we are using here.
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Interpretation 2: No balance of forces
Another explanation could be that the gradient energy in the fluxes is not able to counteract
the attraction of the flux towards the anti-brane and this is the reason that there are no
solutions with finite H flux density. The true solution would then be time-dependent
with regular H profile at finite times. It is known that perturbative unstable systems,
when forced into a static ansatz, develop unwanted singularities [20], and it seems possible
to interpret our singularity in this way. If this was correct, this would imply that the
construction of dS vacua in string theory through uplifting by anti-D3-branes [21,22] would
be inconsistent. This would be the most exciting outcome and could point to string theory
being very constraining when it comes to constructing meta-stable de Sitter vacua (which
seems to be the case for the construction of dS solutions at the classical level see e.g. [23,24]
and references therein for recent discussions).
Both interpretations have in common that the singularity in the flux is attributed to
an instability. In the second (more controversial) interpretation, the instability is already
present in the degrees of freedom captured by the bulk supergravity action. In the first
interpretation, the instability is only visible upon inclusion of the open string degrees of
freedom.
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A Type IIA supergravity with D6/D6-branes
We use the same conventions as in [4]. Throughout the paper a, b are 10D indices, µ, ν are
external and i, j are internal indices. We present the equations in Einstein frame and have
put F4 = 0. The trace reversed Einstein equation is then
Rab =
1
2
∂aφ∂bφ+
1
2
e−φ|H|2ab − 18e−φgab|H|2 + 116e
5
2
φgabF
2
0 (A.1)
+ 1
2
e
3
2
φ|F2|2ab − 116e
3
2
φgab|F2|2 + 12(T locab − 18gabT loc),
where |A|2ab ≡ 1(p−1)! Aaa2...apA
a2...ap
b , |A|2 ≡ 1p! Aa1...apAa1...ap .
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The non-vanishing part of the local stress tensor is given by
T locµν = −e
3
4
φµ6gµνδ(D6), (A.2)
where µ6 is a positive number, and δ(D6) is the δ-function with support on the D6-branes
world volume(s). The dilaton equation of motion is given by
∇2φ = −1
2
e−φ|H|2 + 5
4
e
5
2
φF 20 +
3
4
e
3
2
φ|F2|2 + 34e
3
4
φµ6δ(D6). (A.3)
The Bianchi identities for the field strengths are
dH = 0, dF0 = 0, dF2 = HF0 ± µ6δ3, (A.4)
where the upper sign of the source term is for D6-branes and the lower sign for anti-
D6-branes. δ3 is shorthand for the normalized volume 3-form transverse to the D6-brane
multiplied by δ(D6), δ3 = δ(D6) ?3 1.∫
δ(D6) ?3 1 = 1. (A.5)
The equations of motion for H and F2 read
d(e−φ ? H) = −e 32φ ? F2 ∧ F0, d
(
e
3
2
φ ? F2
)
= 0. (A.6)
In the smeared limit we have
δ(D6)→ 1
V
, (A.7)
where V is the volume of the space transverse to the branes.
B Determining the boundary conditions
We use the following combinations of the equations of motion (2.5) to (2.10) which we spell
out for convenience (a(θ) = e−A(θ), b(θ) = e−2B(θ), f(θ) = e−
1
4
φ(θ)): a combination of the
external Einstein equation (2.8) and the dilaton equation (2.7) such that the source term
cancels out which yields
4f(θ)
′′
f(θ)
− 4f(θ)′2
f(θ)2
+ 8 cot(θ)f(θ)
′
f(θ)
− 28a(θ)′f(θ)′
a(θ)f(θ)
− 2 b(θ)′f(θ)′
b(θ)f(θ)
− 12a(θ)′′
a(θ)
+ 96a(θ)
′2
a(θ)2
− 24 cot(θ)a(θ)′
a(θ)
+ 6a(θ)
′b(θ)′
a(θ)b(θ)
+ 72a(θ)
2
b(θ)
− 2 λ(θ)2F 20
b(θ)f(θ)10
+ 2
F 20
b(θ)f(θ)10
= 0, (B.1)
the dilaton equation (2.7)
4f(θ)
′′
f(θ)
− 4f(θ)′2
f(θ)2
+ 8 cot(θ)f(θ)
′
f(θ)
− 28a(θ)′f(θ)′
a(θ)f(θ)
− 2 b(θ)′f(θ)′
b(θ)f(θ)
− 1
2
λ(θ)2F 20
b(θ)f(θ)10
+ 5
4
F 20
b(θ)f(θ)10
+ 147
4
λ(θ)2a(θ)′2
a(θ)2
13
+ 63
2
λ(θ)2a(θ)′f(θ)′
a(θ)f(θ)
− 21
2
λ(θ)a(θ)′λ(θ)′
a(θ)
+ 27
4
λ(θ)2f(θ)′2
f(θ)2
− 9
2
λ(θ)f(θ)′λ(θ)′
f(θ)
+ 3
4
λ(θ)′2 = −3
4
T
√
b(θ)δ(θ)
f(θ)3 sin2(θ)
,
(B.2)
the Bianchi identity (2.5)
7λ(θ)a(θ)
′′
a(θ)
− 7λ(θ)a(θ)′2
a(θ)2
+ 14 cot(θ)λ(θ)a(θ)
′
a(θ)
+ 3λ(θ)f(θ)
′′
f(θ)
+ 6λ(θ)f(θ)
′2
f(θ)2
+ 6 cot(θ)λ(θ)f(θ)
′
f(θ)
− λ(θ)′′
− 2 cot(θ)λ(θ)′ + λ(θ)F 20
b(θ)f(θ)10
− 7
2
λ(θ)a(θ)′b(θ)′
a(θ)b(θ)
− 3
2
λ(θ)b(θ)′f(θ)′
b(θ)f(θ)
+ 1
2
b(θ)′λ(θ)′
b(θ)
+ 21λ(θ)a(θ)
′f(θ)′
a(θ)f(θ)
+ 7a(θ)
′λ(θ)′
a(θ)
= −Q
√
b(θ)δ(θ)
f(θ)3 sin2(θ)
, (B.3)
a combination of the internal Einstein equations (2.9) and (2.10) such that all F 20 -dependent
terms cancel out which yields
− 7 cot(θ)a(θ)′
a(θ)
− 1
2
cot(θ)b(θ)′
b(θ)
+ 7a(θ)
′′
a(θ)
− 14a(θ)′2
a(θ)2
+ 1
2
b(θ)′′
b(θ)
− 1
4
b(θ)′2
b(θ)2
+ 7a(θ)
′b(θ)′
a(θ)b(θ)
− 8f(θ)′2
f(θ)2
+ 49
2
λ(θ)2a(θ)′2
a(θ)2
+ 21λ(θ)
2a(θ)′f(θ)′
a(θ)f(θ)
− 7λ(θ)a(θ)′λ(θ)′
a(θ)
+ 9
2
λ(θ)2f(θ)′2
f(θ)2
− 3λ(θ)f(θ)′λ(θ)′
f(θ)
+ 1
2
λ(θ)′2 = 0,
(B.4)
the internal Einstein equations transverse to the θ-direction (2.10)
7 cot(θ)a(θ)
′
a(θ)
+ 3
2
cot(θ)b(θ)′
b(θ)
+ 1
2
b(θ)′′
b(θ)
− 3
4
b(θ)′2
b(θ)2
− 7
2
a(θ)′b(θ)′
a(θ)b(θ)
+ 2− 1
16
F 20
b(θ)f(θ)10
− 343
16
λ(θ)2a(θ)′2
a(θ)2
− 147
8
λ(θ)2a(θ)′f(θ)′
a(θ)f(θ)
+ 49
8
λ(θ)a(θ)′λ(θ)′
a(θ)
− 63
16
λ(θ)2f(θ)′2
f(θ)2
+ 21
8
λ(θ)f(θ)′λ(θ)′
f(θ)
− 7
16
λ′2 − 3
8
λ(θ)2F 20
b(θ)f(θ)10
= 7
16
T
√
b(θ)δ(θ)
f(θ)3 sin2(θ)
, (B.5)
a combination of the dilaton equation (2.7), the Bianchi identity (2.5) and the transverse
internal Einstein equations (2.10) such that all F 20 -dependent terms cancel out which yields
2− 7
5
a(θ)′f(θ)′
a(θ)f(θ)
− 1
10
b(θ)′f(θ)′
b(θ)f(θ)
− 7
2
a(θ)′b(θ)′
a(θ)b(θ)
+ 14
5
λ(θ)2a(θ)′′
a(θ)
+ 6
5
λ(θ)2f(θ)′′
f(θ)
− 1
5
f(θ)′2
f(θ)2
+ 2
5
cot(θ)f(θ)′
f(θ)
+ 7 cot(θ)a(θ)
′
a(θ)
− 112
5
λ(θ)2a(θ)′2
a(θ)2
− 6
5
λ(θ)2f(θ)′2
f(θ)2
+ 42
5
λ(θ)a(θ)′λ(θ)′
a(θ)
+ 12
5
λ(θ)f(θ)′λ(θ)′
f(θ)
− 2
5
λ(θ)′2
− 42
5
λ(θ)2a(θ)′f(θ)′
a(θ)f(θ)
− 3
4
b(θ)′2
b(θ)2
+ 1
5
f(θ)′′
f(θ)
+ 3
2
cot(θ)b(θ)′
b(θ)
+ 28
5
cot(θ)λ(θ)2a(θ)′
a(θ)
+ 12
5
cot(θ)λ(θ)2f(θ)′
f(θ)
+ 1
5
λ(θ)b(θ)′λ(θ)′
b(θ)
− 4
5
cot(θ)λ(θ)λ(θ)′ − 7
5
λ(θ)2a(θ)′b(θ)′
a(θ)b(θ)
− 3
5
λ(θ)2b(θ)′f(θ)′
b(θ)f(θ)
− 2
5
λ(θ)λ(θ)′′
+ 1
2
b(θ)′′
b(θ)
= 2
5
T
√
b(θ)δ(θ)
f(θ)3 sin2(θ)
− 2
5
Q
λ(θ)
√
b(θ)δ(θ)
f(θ)3 sin2(θ)
, (B.6)
a combination of the dilaton equation (2.7) and the internal Einstein equations (2.9) and
(2.10) such that all λ-dependent terms cancel out which yields
2 + 21a(θ)
′f(θ)′
a(θ)f(θ)
+ 3
2
b(θ)′f(θ)′
b(θ)f(θ)
+ 21
2
a(θ)′b(θ)′
a(θ)b(θ)
− 28a(θ)′2
a(θ)2
− 13f(θ)′2
f(θ)2
− 6 cot(θ)f(θ)′
f(θ)
− 7 cot(θ)a(θ)′
a(θ)
− F 20
b(θ)f(θ)10
− 3f(θ)′′
f(θ)
+ 14a(θ)
′′
a(θ)
− 5
4
b(θ)′2
b(θ)2
+ 3
2
b(θ)′′
b(θ)
+ 1
2
cot(θ)b(θ)′
b(θ)
= T
√
b(θ)δ(θ)
f(θ)3 sin2(θ)
(B.7)
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and finally a combination of the dilaton equation (2.7) as well as the external and internal
Einstein equations (2.8) to (2.10) such that all λ-dependent terms cancel out which yields
2− 7a(θ)′f(θ)′
a(θ)f(θ)
− 1
2
b(θ)′f(θ)′
b(θ)f(θ)
− 11
2
a(θ)′b(θ)′
a(θ)b(θ)
− 32a(θ)′2
a(θ)2
− f(θ)′2
f(θ)2
+ 2 cot(θ)f(θ)
′
f(θ)
+ 15 cot(θ)a(θ)
′
a(θ)
+ f(θ)
′′
f(θ)
+ 4a(θ)
′′
a(θ)
− 24a(θ)2
b(θ)
− 3
4
b(θ)′2
b(θ)2
+ 1
2
b(θ)′′
b(θ)
+ 3
2
cot(θ)b(θ)′
b(θ)
= 0. (B.8)
B.1 Leading order behaviour
Let us now plug our ansatz (3.1) into equations (B.1) to (B.8). Note that since the different
scalings A,B, F, L are a priori unknown we can only trust the leading order (LO) terms of
any equations (the sub-leading parts of the eoms may secretly contain more terms than we
have written down, regardless of how many orders we consider in the expansion (3.1)). For
this section, we only need the leading order in the expansion (3.1), so we can disregard all
terms ∼ θζ , ∼ θξ, etc. for the moment. It is convenient to consider three different cases.
Case 1: L > 0
Plugging in our ansatz into (B.2), we find that its possible LO terms are
− 2F (B − 2 + 14A)θ−2 + 5
4
F 20
b0f 100
θ−B−10F = 0. (B.9)
Let us now check all possible values for F . If 10F > 2− B, we immediately get a contra-
diction, since then only the last term in above equation is of LO but cannot be zero. If
10F = 2−B, all terms in above equation are of LO and we find
F 20 = −
4
25
(B − 2)(B − 2 + 14A)b0f 100 . (B.10)
The LO of (B.6) gives
1
25
(6B2 + 84AB − 168A− 24B − 1)θ−2 = 0 (B.11)
and it follows that A = − 1
84
6B2−24B−1
B−2 . Note that B 6= 2, since otherwise (B.6) yields 1 = 0.
Plugging this into (B.10), we find
F 20 = −
2
3
b0f
10
0 (B.12)
which is negative. Hence the possibility 10F = 2−B is excluded as well.
The last possibility we need to check is 10F < 2− B. From the LO terms of (B.9) we
then get either A = 1
7
− 1
14
B or F = 0. The first option plugged into (B.6) yields at LO
θ−2 = 0 (B.13)
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and is therefore excluded. The second option plugged into (B.6) yields at LO
− 1
4
(−28A+ 14AB − 4B +B2)θ−2 = 0 (B.14)
which gives A = − 1
14
B(B−4)
B−2 . Note that by assumption B < 2− 10F and F = 0 and hence
A is not singular. Plugging this into (B.4) and checking the LO terms gives
− 1
7
B(B − 4)(2B2 − 8B + 7)
(B − 2)2 θ
−2 = 0 (B.15)
and yields four solutions 0, 2− 1
2
√
2, 2+ 1
2
√
2, 4 for B, where the latter two can be discarded
because they violate our assumption 0 = 10F < 2 − B. With (B.3) also the other two
solutions can be discarded, since its LO contribution evaluated for either B = 0 or B =
2− 1
2
√
2 gives
L(2 + 2L)θL−2 = 0, (4L+
√
2)(4L+ 7
√
2)θL−2 = 0, (B.16)
respectively, which cannot be fulfilled for L > 0.
Case 2: L = 0
Plugging in our ansatz into (B.2), we find
(4F − 28AF − 2BF + 27
4
λ20F
2 +
147
4
λ20A
2 +
63
2
λ20AF )θ
−2 + (
5
4
− 1
2
λ20)
F 20
b0f 100
θ−B−10F = 0.
(B.17)
and thus need to consider three possibilities: B = 2−10F , B < 2−10F and B > 2−10F .
The last possibility can easily be excluded by looking e.g. at (B.3) which then yields
F 20
b0f 100
θ−B−10F = 0 (B.18)
at LO, where the left-hand side cannot vanish. The first of the remaining two possibilities
is excluded as follows: We subtract the LO of (B.3) and (B.7) such that a linear equation
for B remains. This equation yields the condition A 6= 0 and can be solved for B to obtain
B = 2 + 2A+
1
7A
+
3
28
F 20
b0f 100 A
. (B.19)
We then plug this result into the LO of (B.4) and (B.6) and combine the equations such
that a quadratic equation for A remains. The equation yields the condition λ20 6= 32 and
can be solved for A to give
A = ±
√
14
112
√
b0(−3 + 2λ20)(9λ20F 20 − 6F 20 − 8b0f 100 + 12λ20b0f 100 )
b0f 50 (−3 + 2λ20)
. (B.20)
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We can then plug this into (B.3) and (B.6) and solve both equations for F 20 to find
F 20 =
2b0f
10
0 (7λ
2
0 − 10)
36− 56λ20 + 21λ40
, F 20 = −
2
3
b0f
10
0 (54− 73λ20 + 28λ40)
48− 82λ20 + 35λ40
, (B.21)
where one can check that the denominators are not zero, since for those values of λ0 (B.6)
or (B.3) would not be satisfied. One can now combine the two equations such that F 20
cancels out and solve for λ0. Plugging the solutions into one of the above equations, one
then finds that F 20 is negative for all possible λ0. Hence, our initial assumption B = 2−10F
has eventually led to a contradiction.
Now we check the second possibility B < 2 − 10F . We first solve the LO of (B.2) for
B and find
B =
1
8F
(16F − 112AF + 27λ20F 2 + 147λ20A2 + 126λ20AF ), (B.22)
unless F = 0. (Note that if F = 0 one gets A = 0 from (B.2) and B = 0 or B = 4 from
(B.4), where the latter violates our assumption B < 2− 10F . Hence, the only way to have
F = 0 is to have A = B = F = L = 0 or in other words no divergent fields at all. This is
a boundary condition with no source sitting at the pole, let us call it boundary condition
1. We keep that in mind and proceed under the assumption that F 6= 0.) We then plug
our finding for B into the LO of (B.3) and solve for A to find the solutions
A = −3
7
F, A = − 1
21
F (−16 + 9λ20)
λ20
, (B.23)
where in the special case λ20 = 0 one also finds A = −37F . Plugging in the first solution for
A into the LO of (B.4) gives a contradiction. Hence we continue with the second solution.
Substituted into (B.5), we can then solve for F which yields
F = ± 3
16
λ0. (B.24)
From the LO of (B.4) we are finally left with an equation for λ0. Solving this equation
and testing the solutions for λ0 in the LO of (B.1), we find that only two solutions do not
lead to a contradiction and that the sign of F is fixed for consistency reasons:
λ0 = ±1, F = − 3
16
. (B.25)
Thus we found boundary condition 2 with the properties
L = 0, A = − 1
16
, B =
7
8
, F = − 3
16
, λ0 = ±1 (B.26)
and
α =
λ0
a70f
3
0
θ + . . . , (B.27)
where α(θ) = λ(θ)a(θ)−7f(θ)−3.
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Case 3: L < 0
Considering the LO of (B.4) yields
A =
1
7
(L− 3F ). (B.28)
With this choice, also the LO of (B.2), (B.3) and (B.5) are satisfied under the condition
that B < 2− 10F . The possible LO contributions of (B.7) and (B.8) then become
− 1
28
(−7B2 +772F 2−168F +8L2−132FL+84L+84BF −42BL+28B)θ−2 = 0 (B.29)
and
1
28
(28B−104F−16L2+68FL−60F 2+44L+52BF−22BL−7B2)θ−2−24a
2
0
b0
θ
2
7
L− 6
7
F−B = 0.
(B.30)
There are two possibilities to solve (B.30) to LO: either 2
7
L − 6
7
F − B = −2 or 2
7
L −
6
7
F − B > −2. The first possibility is excluded, since it follows that B = 2
7
L − 6
7
F + 2
which can be plugged into (B.29) and (B.30) to find
L =
1
4
32b0F
2 + b0 + 6a
2
0
b0F
, (B.31)
where one can check that F 6= 0. Plugging in our findings for B and L into (B.29), one
then verifies that its left-hand side is necessarily negative. Hence, (B.29) cannot be solved
with this choice.
Now considering the second possibility 2
7
L − 6
7
F − B > −2, we first add (B.29) and
(B.30) such that the coefficient of B2 is zero and solve for B to find
B =
2(8F − 3L2 + 25FL− 104F 2 − 5L)
8F − 5L , (B.32)
where one can check that F 6= 5
8
L and hence the denominator is not zero. Using our
expressions for A and B, we then find for the possible LO contributions of (B.1)
− 2λ
2
0F
2
0
b0f 100
θ
4(4F+L)(−8F+L)
−8F+5L −2 +
32
7
(−16F + 3L)(16F 2 − 6FL+ L2)
−8F + 5L θ
−2 = 0. (B.33)
This now again yields two possibilities: either only the second term is of LO or both
terms are of LO.
The first possibility yields (−16F + 3L)(16F 2−6FL+L2) = 0 from (B.33) which gives
one real and two complex solutions for L. Choosing the real solution L = 16
3
F , we can
evaluate (B.29) to find F = ± 3
16
. The sign of F is then fixed to be negative by demanding
that the previously found conditions B < 2−10F and 2
7
L− 6
7
F −B > −2 hold. The result
is then boundary condition 3 :
L = −1, A = − 1
16
, B =
7
8
, F = − 3
16
. (B.34)
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The second possibility has the condition (4F + L)(−8F + L) = 0 with the solutions
F = −1
4
L and F = 1
8
L. Plugging this into (B.29) and (B.33), we find the two solutions
L = −
√
42
6
, A = −5
√
42
336
, B = 2−
√
42
8
, F = −
√
42
48
, λ0 = ±
√
b0f
5
0√
3F0
,
(B.35)
and
L = −
√
3
6
, A = −
√
3
24
, B = 2− 3
√
3
4
, F =
√
3
24
, λ0 = ±
√
2b0f
5
0√
3F0
, (B.36)
which we call boundary condition 4 and boundary condition 5. One can check that both
solutions satisfy the previously found conditions B < 2− 10F and 2
7
L− 6
7
F −B > −2 and
are thus valid boundary conditions.
In total, we have found three boundary conditions (B.34), (B.35) and (B.36) with
divergent λ and two boundary conditions with regular λ. We will continue by determining
the sources that they are compatible with.
B.2 Sub-leading order behaviour
For two of the boundary conditions found above, the sources they are compatible with
depend on their sub-leading order behaviour, so we address this now.
Boundary condition 3: L = −1, A = − 1
16
, B = 7
8
, F = − 3
16
We now consider our ansatz (3.1) including next to leading order (NLO) and NNLO terms,
e.g.
e−A(θ) = a0θA + a1θA+ζ + a2θA+ξ (B.37)
and accordingly for the other functions e−2B, e−
1
4
φ, λ. We then plug this into the eoms and
use L = −1, A = − 1
16
, B = 7
8
, F = − 3
16
to find that the possible NLO contributions of
(B.8) are
(2a0b1f0+a0b1f0ζ+22a1b0f0+8a1b0f0ζ+2a0b0f1+2a0b0f1ζ)ζθ
−3+ζ+48a30f0θ
−2 = 0 (B.38)
which cannot be solved to NLO unless ζ ≤ 1. The NLO contributions of (B.1), (B.3) and
(B.7) are
2b0f
9
0 (3a1f0 − a0f1)ζ(ζ + 1)θ−3+ζ + a0λ20F 20 θ−2 − 36a30f 100 θ−2 = 0, (B.39)
(−a0f0λ1 + 7a1f0λ0 + 3a0f1λ0)ζ(ζ − 1)θ−4+ζ = 0, (B.40)
(−6a0b0f1 + 3a0b1f0 + 28a1b0f0)ζ(ζ − 1)θ−3+ζ = 0. (B.41)
Solving the equations for ζ < 1 yields a1 = b1 = f1 = λ1 = 0 and hence we find that
non-trivial NLO terms have ζ = 1. Considering (B.1), (B.3), (B.7), (B.8) at NNLO and
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assuming ξ < 2 yields analogous constraints and leads to a2 = b2 = f2 = λ2 = 0. Hence
we can also set ξ = 2.
Using ζ = 1, the NLO contributions of (B.1) and (B.8) become
36a30f
10
0 + 4a0b0f
9
0 f1 − F 20 a0λ20 − 12a1b0f 100 = 0, (B.42)
− 30a1b0f0 − 3a0b1f0 + 48a30f0 − 4a0b0f1 = 0. (B.43)
All other eoms are identically satisfied at NLO and do therefore not give additional con-
straints. The NNLO contributions of (B.1), (B.3), (B.7) and (B.8) are
120a21b
2
0f
11
0 − 72a0a2b20f 110 + 24a20b20f 100 f2 − 100a0a1b20f 100 f1 + 12a20b20f 90 f 21 + 18a0a1b0b1f 110
+ 144a30a1b0f
11
0 + 216a
4
0b0f
10
0 f1 − 6a20b0b1f 100 f1 − 4F 20 a20b0f0λ0λ1 + 14F 20 a20b0f1λ20
− 108a40b1f 110 + 3F 20 a20b1f0λ20 = 0, (B.44)
4a20b0f
2
0λ2 − 14a0a1b0f 20λ1 + 14a21b0f 20λ0 − 28a0a2b0f 20λ0 − 12a20b0f0f2λ0 − 42a0a1b0f0f1λ0
− 12a20b0f 21λ0 − a20b1f 20λ1 + 7a0a1b1f 20λ0 + 3a20b1f0f1λ0 = 0, (B.45)
336a21b
2
0f
2
0 − 336a0a2b20f 20 − 16a20b20f 20 + 72a20b20f0f2 − 252a0a1b20f0f1 + 156a20b20f 21
− 126a0a1b0b1f 20 − 36a20b0b2f 20 − 18a20b0b1f0f1 + 15a20b21f 20 = 0, (B.46)
− 6a20b20f0f2 − 38a0a2b20f 20 − 38a0a1b20f0f1 + 47a21b20f 20 − 3a20b20f 21 − 2a20b20f 20 + 72a40b0f0f1
− 3a20b0b1f0f1 − 4a20b0b2f 20 + 48a30a1b0f 20 + 13a0a1b0b1f 20 − 36a40b1f 20 + 3a20b21f 20 = 0.
(B.47)
With these equations solved, the NNLO of (B.2), (B.4), (B.5), (B.6) each yield
(a0f0λ1 − 7a1f0λ0 − 3a0f1λ0)2 = a20f 20 . (B.48)
The above seven equations determine seven of the eight coefficients a1, b1, f1, λ1, a2, b2, f2, λ2
which is sufficient to later determine the source terms. We are thus left with five free
parameters a0, b0, f0, λ0, λ1, one of which will still be fixed later by determining the charge
of the source. One can check that higher order contributions of the eoms can consistently
be solved by fixing the coefficients an, bn, fn, λn with n > 2, but do not yield additional
constraints between the free parameters a0, b0, f0, λ0, λ1.
It is also useful to compute α. We find
α =
λ(x)
a(x)7f(x)3
=
λ0
a70f
3
0
+
a0f0λ1 − 7a1f0λ0 − 3a0f1λ0
f 40a
8
0
θ + . . . (B.49)
Boundary condition 4: L = −
√
42
6
, A = −5
√
42
336
, B = 2−
√
42
8
, F = −
√
42
48
We start by showing that for these boundary conditions the sub-leading order terms have
a structure involving four different scalings
ζ = 1
16
√
42 + 11
336
√
42 ≈ 0.617, ξ = − 1
12
√
42 + 1
12
√
330 ≈ 0.974,
η = 1
6
√
42 ≈ 1.080, κ = 2 (B.50)
20
and integer multiples thereof such that e.g.
e−A(θ) =a0θA + a1θA+ζ + a2θA+ξ + a3θA+η + a4θA+2ζ + a5θA+ξ+ζ + a6θA+η+ζ + a7θA+3ζ
+ a8θ
A+2ξ + a9θ
A+κ + a10θ
A+η+ξ + a11θ
A+2η + . . . (B.51)
and accordingly for the other functions e−2B, e−
1
4
φ, λ. In order to determine the source
terms in the next section, we will only need the coefficients a3, b3, f3, λ3 and a11, b11, f11, λ11.
Let us now suppose there is an additional term aχθ
A+χ somewhere in between a0θ
A and
a11θ
A+2η such that 0 < χ < 2η and θA+χ does not coincide with one of the already existent
orders. Using L = −
√
42
6
, A = −5
√
42
336
, B = 2 −
√
42
8
, F = −
√
42
48
, the contributions of (B.1),
(B.3), (B.7) and (B.8) at that order are then
63F 20 a0bχf0λ
2
0 − 84F 20 a0b0f0λ0λχ + 294F 20 a0b0fχλ20 − 56
√
42χaχb
2
0f
11
0 + 14
√
42χa0b
2
0f
10
0 fχ
+ 42a0b
2
0f
10
0 fχ − 7a0b0bχf 110 −
√
42χa0b0bχf
11
0 + 84χ
2a0b
2
0f
10
0 fχ − 252χ2aχb20f 110 = 0,
(B.52)
(−7aχf0λ0 − 3a0fχλ0 + a0f0λχ)(6χ−
√
42) = 0, (B.53)
16
√
42aχb0f0 − 168χaχb0f0 + 36χa0b0fχ − 2
√
42a0b0fχ + 3
√
42a0bχf0 − 18χa0bχf0 = 0,
(B.54)
336χaχb0f0 + 140
√
42aχb0f0 + 14
√
42a0b0fχ + 84χa0b0fχ + 42χa0bχf0 + 13
√
42a0bχf0 = 0.
(B.55)
For χ 6= − 1
12
√
42 + 1
12
√
330 and χ 6= 1
6
√
42 (which is true by assumption) this yields the
solution aχ = bχ = fχ = λχ = 0. Hence, there cannot be an additional term with non-trivial
coefficients in between a0θ
A and a11θ
A+2η in (B.51) (and accordingly for e−2B, e−
1
4
φ, λ).
Now we compute the coefficients a3, b3, f3, λ3 and a11, b11, f11, λ11. The subleading con-
tributions of (B.1), (B.7) and (B.8) at order ∼ θη yield
42F 20 a0b0f3λ
2
0 + 34a0b
2
0f
10
0 f3 − 2a0b0b3f 110 − 98a3b20f 110 + 9F 20 a0b3f0λ20
− 12F 20 a0b0f0λ0λ3 = 0, (B.56)
− 3a3f0 + a0f3 = 0, (B.57)
7a0b0f3 + 49a3b0f0 + 5a0b3f0 = 0, (B.58)
where the other equations are identically satisfied.
At order ∼ θ2η, (B.1), (B.3), (B.7) and (B.8) yield
280a0a3b
2
0b3f
12
0 + 9a
2
0b0b
2
3f
12
0 − 12a20b20b11f 120 − 108a20b20b3f 110 f3 + 192a20b30f 100 f 23
− 45F 20 a20b23f 20λ20 + 336F 20 a20b20f0f3λ0λ3 + 1736a23b30f 120 − 48F 20 a20b20f 20λ0λ11
− 1568a0a3b30f 110 f3 − 252F 20 a20b0b3f0f3λ20 + 168F 20 a20b20f0f11λ20 + 24F 20 a20b20f 20
+ 36F 20 a
2
0b0b11f
2
0λ
2
0 − 672F 20 a20b20f 23λ20 − 24F 20 a20b20f 20λ23 + 72F 20 a20b0b3f 20λ0λ3
− 1120a0a11b30f 120 + 360a20b30f 110 f11 = 0, (B.59)
− 98a0a3b0f 100 λ3 + 28a20b0f 100 λ11 − 196a0a11b0f 100 λ0 + 98a23b0f 100 λ0 + 49a0a3b3f 100 λ0
21
− 7a20b3f 100 λ3 − 294a0a3b0f 90 f3λ0 − 84a20b0f 90 f11λ0 + 21a20b3f 90 f3λ0 − 84a20b0f 80 f 23λ0
− 12F 20 a20λ0 = 0, (B.60)
− 1120a0a11b20f 100 + 952a23b20f 100 − 210a0a3b0b3f 100 − 84a20b0b11f 100 + 35a20b23f 100
+ 280a20b
2
0f
9
0 f11 − 1092a0a3b20f 90 f3 − 70a20b0b3f 90 f3 + 476a20b20f 80 f 23 + 24F 20 a20b0 = 0, (B.61)
− 78a20b0b3f0f3 − 168a20b20f0f11 − 1008a0a11b20f 20 + 81a20b23f 20 − 84a20b20f 23 + 1288a23b20f 20
− 980a0a3b20f0f3 + 350a0a3b0b3f 20 − 108a20b0b11f 20 = 0. (B.62)
(B.4) gives the equation
7(7a3f0λ0 + 3a0f3λ0 − a0f0λ3)2 = 6a20b20f 20 . (B.63)
If these equations are solved, all other eoms are then automatically satisfied at this order.
Note that in none of the above equations there can be any interference with terms coming
from other orders because of the numerical values (B.50) (e.g. 2ζ 6= η, ζ + ξ 6= η, etc.).
Solving the equations yields
a3 =
3
8
F 20 a0λ0λ3
b0f100
, b3 = −214 F
2
0 λ0λ3
f100
, f3 =
9
8
F 20 λ0λ3
b0f90
, λ3 = ±
√
42
7
,
a11 = −2164 F
2
0 a0
b0f100
, b11 =
141
16
F 20
f100
, f11 = −387448 F
2
0
b0f90
, λ11 = 0, (B.64)
where λ0 = ±
√
b0f50√
3F0
as we have found above.
B.3 Determining the sources
The contributions to the sources from various fields originate from second derivatives of the
fields that are physically sourced by the δ-functions. In our case, we expect anti-D6-brane
charge, so the term dF2 (which is ∼ α′′) should be contributing. To account for the anti-
D6-brane tension we need as well contributions from terms with second order derivatives
on dilaton, and combinations of e2A and e2B. To be able to make the calculations easy we
can rewrite the equations of motion (2.5) to (2.10) so that they have total derivative terms
on the left-hand side and the δ-function with constant coefficient on the right-hand side.
In this case the equations of motion, up to irrelevant terms, look like(
e−
3
2
φ−7A+B sin2 θ
(
e
3
4
φ+7Aλ
)′)′
= . . .+Qδ(θ),(
e−
7
4
φ+B sin2 θ(eφ)′
)′
= . . .+
3
4
Tδ(θ),(
e−
3
4
φ−16A+B sin2 θ(e16A)′
)′
= . . .+ Tδ(θ),(
e−
3
4
φ−7A−B sin2 θ(e7A+2B)′
)′
= . . .− 7
16
Tδ(θ),(
e−
3
4
φ sin2 θ(eB)′
)′
= . . .− 7
16
Tδ(θ).
(B.65)
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By integrating these expressions we get
e−
3
2
φ−7A+B sin2 θ
(
e
3
4
φ+7Aλ
)′
=
∫
. . . dθ +Q,
e−
7
4
φ+B sin2 θ(eφ)′ =
∫
. . . dθ +
3
4
T,
e−
3
4
φ−16A+B sin2 θ(e16A)′ =
∫
. . . dθ + T,
e−
3
4
φ−7A−B sin2 θ(e7A+2B)′ =
∫
. . . dθ − 7
16
T,
e−
3
4
φ sin2 θ(eB)′ =
∫
. . . dθ − 7
16
T.
(B.66)
We can now insert the expansions into the left-hand side of these expressions and pick out
the constant terms, which are the contributions to the source term.
Boundary condition 1: L = 0, A = 0, B = 0, F = 0
This does not give rise to any sources
Q = T = 0. (B.67)
Boundary condition 2: L = 0, A = − 1
16
, B = 7
8
, F = − 3
16
This gives extremal sources
Q =
λ0f
3
0√
b0
= ± f
3
0√
b0
, T =
f 30√
b0
. (B.68)
Boundary condition 3: L = −1, A = − 1
16
, B = 7
8
, F = − 3
16
This gives extremal sources, at NLO. One has to solve the NLO coefficients in terms of LO
(see previous section) to find
Q = ± f
3
0√
b0
, T =
f 30√
b0
. (B.69)
Boundary condition 4: L = −
√
42
6
, A = −5
√
42
336
, B = 2−
√
42
8
, F = −
√
42
48
This gives inconsistent sources
Q = ± f
3
0√
b0
, T =

1
3
√
14
3
f30√
b0
5
√
2
21
f30√
b0
96−11√42
21
f30√
b0
16−√42
7
f30√
b0
. (B.70)
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Note that Q here is found at NNNLO order and one has to solve NNNLO coefficients in
terms of LO coefficients (see previous section) to get the above expression.
Boundary condition 5: L = −
√
3
6
, A = −
√
3
24
, B = 2− 3
√
3
4
, F =
√
3
24
For this boundary condition we have LO terms in (B.66) with positive powers of θ, hence
there cannot be any sub-leading order that gives constant terms, so
Q = T = 0. (B.71)
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